Local Road Safety Plans
Peer Exchange

Camarillo, CA
October 22\textsuperscript{th} – 23rd
Peer Exchange Game Plan

- LRSP requirements for future cycles?
  - Cycle 10 – an approved LRSP or equivalent **is recommended** in order for an agency to be eligible to compete for HSIP grant funds.
    - Call will be ~April 2020 with applications due ~August 2020
  - Cycle 11 – an approved LRSP or equivalent **is required** in order for an agency to be eligible to compete for HSIP grant funds.
    - Call will be ~April 2022 with applications due ~August 2022
Peer Exchange Game Plan

• In this Exchange you will hear about......
  o ...why a systemic approach in doing a safety analysis one of the best strategies to help “move the needle” to meet our safety performance goals.

  o ....what is being accomplished doing in updating the Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP)

  o ....what MTC is doing to pursue a Regional Safety Plan.

  o ......tools and funding available for the behavioral approach to safety

  o ....Washington State that has required each local agency have a LRSP
Peer Exchange Game Plan

- Panel discussion on LRSPs
  - Marin County – a county wide plan that included their towns
  - City of Los Angeles – efforts that for LA is doing to become zero fatality city
  - Santa Barbara – county wide LRSP plan that resulted in systemic projects being funded in cycle 9

- What Stanislaus County is doing to develop a network screening tool based on the highway safety manual that will be shared with all local agencies once completed

- What the City of San Diego did with their SSARP funds in applying a systemic approach at signalized intersections.
Peer Exchange Game Plan

• We then want to hear from you…
  o ….by having a breakout session in which we want to hear from each agency on:
    • best practices to deliver your program
    • what challenges are your agency facing
    • what major crash types are your agency facing
    • What are some things can LTAP, Caltrans and FHWA do to help local agencies to be successful?

  o …..each group will then report out with a summary on what was discussed.
Peer Exchange Game Plan

- ....by being interactive during this Peer Exchange, make connections with other local agencies and consultants to build your professional network of go-to people to help out when needed.

- And lastly, this workshop will only be as effective as the participants to take what you have learned and share with others in your agency, decision makers, public officials, etc.
Peer Exchange Game Plan

- Introduction time….
  - Your name
  - Title
  - Agency or consulting firm
  - How long
  - Your favorite food